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AP Rhetorical Writing Practice / Read the passage carefully. Then write an essay in which you analyze how Price crafts
the text to reveal her view of United.

This three-sixty turn around was far from the American's normal way of dealing with flamingos. The flamingo
lawn ornament created a spark to epidemic of materialistic viewpoints based off of bright, flashy, pink colors.
Essay - Plastic has taken over our world, and if something does not change, so many things will be effected.
This rising desire for flamingos was not to kill them like before but to make them. Such frivolous and
minuscule objects influenced the culture, as a whole, just because by adapting and adopting the new
flamboyant colors into their everyday lifestyle, the individual would feel as if they were in vogue, just because
it was the cool thing to do. Then write an article analyzing how Price creates text to clarify her view on
American culture. If individuals like Price do not attempt to take any action to shed light on such unfortunate
issues of society, citizens would continue to remain unaware of their possible detrimental fate. Plastic pollutes
our water sources, poisons humans, and kills animals. The price stated that Flamingo is best known in Florida.
Please read the article carefully. Although plastic is good for convenient uses, long term uses, and economic
purposes, the damages plastic can cause are by far way more harmful than imaginable. In her article "Plastic
Pink Flamingo: Natural History", the price shows a negative attitude towards American culture in satirical
shades. People liter plastic bags on the side of the road, people sit on plastic toilet sits at home, people type on
a plastic keyboard at school, and people change the station in their car with a plastic button. When citing an
essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Such an example shows how the American society
focuses on individual needs; and being egocentric was not seen as a deplorable action. Price's word choice
emphasizes her feelings toward American culture. Ironically, such an outbreak of vibrant and flamboyant
colors that were now sweeping the nation, came about after the Depression; such a melancholy period of
national devastation. Thus, the plastic flamingos not only displayed opulence, but also produced opulence
through their rising popularity which caused an increase in production of and. This article explores the
popularity of the plastic pink flamingo of the s. The irony of such a comparison was that not to long before the
brightly colored phenomenon, America faced a period of time that was dull and full of devastating affects,
known as the Great Depression. Also, in a different section of the essay, Price makes a comparison of how the
moods of decades can be influenced by new trends and ideas, by mentioning the Depression that country had
faced in the previously passed years. To prevent this, some countries like Australia have to vote for all adults.
Overall, Price clearly portrays how the materialistic ideology of the American society is influenced by
phenomenon and trending styles, which will furthermore alter the era in which a generation is living in, and
introduce new fashions that would permanently alter the lifestyles of the American culture. This three-sixty
turn around was far from the American's normal way of dealing with flamingos. However, plastics are now
taking over our landfills. Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information.
Dramatically expressing their love for a color superficially allows them to fit in with the hottest trends,
however at the same time it enables Americans to fit in with an even greater fad- foolishness. Who wrote this
essay? There's a problem with this paper. After reading this paper you might want the surgery or you might
not. My reason for choosing her as a topic is the fact that she was born and raised in Doylestown,
Pennsylvania my hometown. Price thinks America's culture is smooth and arrogant, Americans stand out and
tend to attract people's attention. In the s, Price interpreted pink flamingo as a symbol of wealthy culture in
America. Pink went to the rival high school of mine, Central Bucks High School West, and I actually know a
few people who knew her as Alicia Moore through various activities Plastic is wasted just as much, if not
more, than used, plastic is an imminent threat to the water life ecosystem, and plastic is also not
biodegradable. The flamingo, being known for its extravagance and its bright colors, nonetheless, gave off a
high-class appeal of grandiosity and magnificence that all people craved in American society. Some of these
birds still draw attention of the working class tourists to Florida. The new pink trend that was engulfing the
nation was influencing every aspect of the daily life. The example essays in Kibin's library were written by
real students for real classes. Most Americans must have the latest trend to keep pace with others. The essays
in our library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. Recycling
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and volunteering to clean up beaches are just a few of the many ways in which to help get the plastic pollution
under control and to prevent further damage to our Earth


